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Abstract
Served as one of the most widely used wireless airlink
interface, CDMA has been identified as a major
technique for 3G wireless communications. The
current IS-95 CDMA provides a near- satisfactory
security solution to voice centric wireless
communications because each voice conversation only
lasts for a very short period of time. However, the
security features provided by IS-95 CDMA are far
from adequate and although it is utilized for data
communications but is not fully acceptable.
In this paper, the security weaknesses of the existing
CDMA airlink interface are analyzed. A new method
named hidden direct sequence is proposed to enhance
the built-in security of CDMA systems with the
application of cryptographic algorithms over the
channelization code. Employing the proposed scheme
can provide a much stronger security system than that
already exists in IS-95 system.
Keywords: CDMA, Multi User Detection (MUD),
DSISS, Cryptography, RC5, IS-95

1. Introduction

As people rely more and more on wireless
communication networks for critical information
transmission, security has become an urgent issue and a
bottleneck for new wireless communication services
such as wireless mobile Internet and e-commerce [7].
For military communications where information
transmission heavily relies on wireless networks (for
instance, from aircraft to aircraft, from aircraft to
ground control center, etc.), security and reliability of
the wireless communication systems is of number one
priority, especially in national defense and emergency
response to abrupt enemy attacks.
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In the current commercial CDMA systems, each
user's signal is first spread using a code sequence
C(t) known as channelization code spanned over
In the current commercial CDMA systems, each
user's signal is first spread using a code sequence
C(t) known as channelization code spanned over
just one symbol or multiple of symbols. The
spreading signal is then further scrambled using a
pseudo-random sequence Lc(t), to randomize the
interference and meanwhile make it difficult for
intruder to intercept and detect the transmitted
signal. To recover the desired user's signal, one has
to know both the user's channelization code and
scrambling code. (as shown in Fig.1) This is known
as the built-in security feature of the CDMA
systems. However, the system is fragile to hostile
security attacks [2].
More specifically, the security of CDMA system
mainly relies on the long-code generator that consists
of a 42-bit long-code mask which is generated by a
42-bit Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs). The
maximum complexity to recover the 42-bit long-
code mask is 0(242). However, if an eavesdropper
can obtain 42 bits of plaintext-ciphertext pairs, then
the long-code mask can be recovered after dropping
the transmission on the traffic channel for about one
second [2, 9].
In this paper, a new method called hidden direct
sequence is proposed to enhance the built-in security
of CDMA systems by applying cryptographic
algorithm in the channelization code i.e. at the
physical layer.

2. Security of IS-95 CDMA System
In IS-95 CDMA systems, the long-code mask
sequence [2, 8] is used for signal scrambling and to
provide voice privacy in the physical layer.

+ d, (t)

71 T1( C(tA

Lc2(t L,( CG(t)
Fig. 1 A current two user's commercial CDMA system
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The long-code sequence is generated by the linear
feedback shift register (LFSR) as shown in Fig.2.
The long-code generator consists of a shared 42-bit
number called long-code mask and a 42-bit LFSR
specified by the following characteristic polynomial [2]:
gas = X42 +V5 +V3 +V +x27 +X26 +X25 +X22 +X21 +9 (l

+P +'7 +P{+0 +X +X +X +xV +X2 +x+l
Since the long-code mask has only 42-bit stage
functions as user keys, the maximum complexity to
recover the 42-bit long-code mask is 0(242). However,
if an eavesdropper can obtain 42 bits of plaintext-
ciphertext pairs, then the long-code mask can be
recovered after dropping the transmission on the traffic
channel for about one second.
In fact, although different base stations use different
long-code masks, the long-code sequences are all
essentially generated by the same LFSR in equation (1).
Let M = [mI, M2-..., IM42] denotes the 42-bit mask for a
base station and S(t) =[s(t),s2(t) I.....,s42(t)] denotes the
state of the LFSR at time instant t. The long-code
sequence lLc(t) at time t can thus be represented as
IC (t) = +TSI(t)+m2s2(t)+ ..... +m42s42(t)] (2)
where the additions are modulo-2 additions.
Since sI (t), s2 (t) ..... , s42 (t) are the outputs generated
from the same LFSR, they should all have the same
properties except the phase differences for different
users, i.e.
S42(t) s4l(t ......s1= s(t- 41) (3)
Therefore, according to equation (1), and its
coefficients a = [a1, a2 ,..., a42 ],we have:
Si (t) = a,s1_1 (t) + a2 S1 2(t) . + a42 S1-42 (t) (4)

= a1sl (t- 1) + a2s (t- 2) ± ...... + a42s, (t- 42)
Substitute (4) into (2), then:

42

Ic(t) = )EmiSi.(t)
11=

42 /42

= Mil Y a Jsi(t - j)ri=l .=I
42 '42

=),a,)Em,i.(t- j)
.=I i.=l

42

Z aj,(t -j)
j=l

Now define:
al 1 0 ... 0

A a2 0 1 ... 0
a42 0 0 0 1

It follows that:
{Jj(t),Jj(t- 1)....Jj,(t- 41)}

={Jj(t-1),(t -2)...(t -42)}x A
Let Lc(t) =from(t),equ(ti- () we.I(t-4h1)v
n > t, and from equation (7) we have:

Lc (n) = Lc (t) x An-t

(5)

(6)

(7)

then for any

(8)
In equation (8), A is based upon the LFSR
sequences defined in equation (1). Therefore, as long
as Lc(t) for a time instant of t is known, the
subsequent sequences will be known. In other
words, as long as an eavesdropper can
intercept/recover up to 42 continuous long-code
sequence bits, then the whole long-code sequence
can be generated. Therefore, the long-code sequence
is vulnerable under ciphertext-only attacks. In [10],
it is demonstrated that the long-code sequence for
CDMA downlink traffic channel can be recovered

Inno CM.d

Fig.2 The LFSR for IS-95 long-code generation
one frame. That means, it is not necessary to try the Generally, crypto-analytical methods to attack
242 initial stages in order to recover the long-code encrypted system depend upon eavesdropper that can
sequence and the complexity is much lower. drop signal from a channel and after demodulation
3. Security Enhancement in CDMA System he tries to detect the original message. But if he can't
with Encryption hidden within Spread understand the collected signal, his attack is failed at
Spectrum Section the first stage and he picks up only noise from the
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channel. The CDMA technique uses this idea that
when several users want to use one channel
commonly they can spread their signal spectrum in a
wide frequency band by a special code with small
chip time that is called direct sequence C(t). These
codes must have a little cross correlation because
other signals are considered as detected noise at the
receiver end.

Cross Correlation JC1 (t)C2 (t)dt (9)

In fact, all M-sequence generators have good cross
correlation properties but they also produce a weak
security system for the eavesdropper to de-spread the
transmitted spread signal.
Therefore in IS-95, CDMA uses long-code to
scramble the signal and the security is set up in the
physical layer. But just as described in last section,
the available security that is made by this method is
very low and it's not suitable for data communication
as compared with voice communications.

For security enhancement the model in Fig. 3 is
proposed.
In this model, every user encrypts special spreading
code (e.g. that is made by M-sequence generator)
with his private key. These encrypted codes are then
used as the spreading code in the channelization
section. At destination, the receiver that knows his
private key is able to regenerate the spreading code
to de-spread the transmitted signal (i.e. generation of
de-channelization code) hence decryption of his
messages.
Therefore, eavesdropper must check 2N(k) keys (N(k)
is the number of key bits). On the other hand, in this
way the security is associated with the encryption
algorithm not the M-sequence security code. If for
encryption a proper algorithm such as RC5, IDEA or
any block cipher algorithm is chosen, then a desired
privacy is determined.

Fig.3 The proposed CDMA system for two users with hidden C(t)s.
4. Study of Interference Effects from other
Transmitters via Encrypted DS/SS

The major point in a CDMA detection process
employing multi-user algorithms is the investigation
of cross-correlation of the encrypted codes. This
means that the large cross-correlation between codes
can make a large interference for any other users at
the receiving end. Consider the schematic model of a
synchronous transmitter-receiver in Fig. 4:

= 0- 2c1Tc1 is estimated by a synchronizer.
The output of the sampler is a random variable in the
form of Z = /2T+i + I where h is an additive
white Gaussian noise and I is the effect of
interference from other (J-1) network users.
The explanation of distribution for I that is the
summation of different l,is very difficult and is

computed from:
I = , I

f

To compute any Ij independently, we can write

[10]:
Ij f bj(t- -j)E,, [Cj(t-cjT2)]Cos(27rfj + (pj)Ejl [C,(t)1CoS(27rf)dt()

0

IjEKi [Cj(t- j)]Ej, [Cl(t)]dt
-P / os(j }(j=cos(j)4b-l | + bo(j) f E, [Cj(t - Tj)]E,1 [Cl (t)]dt

Ij

so thatr i=Tc + yiTc and yjis a random variable

with uniform distribution between [-1, 1]. b() and

b(j) are two consecutive bits of interfering signals.
If b(i) = b(j'), Eq. (11) is proportional to the cross
correlation ofEK [cl (t)] andEK [Cj(t)]. And when

)bb(j) then Eq. (11) is proportional to partial
cross correlation in the

jEKj[Cj (t - Tj )]EK, [C1 (t)]dt and

fJ EKj [Cj(t- lj.)]EK, [Cl(t)]dt -

forms of

(10)
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Since total interference is the sum of partial Ij,
therefore:

I =I
tP 2Cos((pj)[b fEKj [Cj(t - Tj)]EK [C1(t)]dt (12)

+ bo() fKE [Cj(t - Tj)]EK [C (t)]dt]}

When interference for El [C1 (t)] is under
investigation, the total I in Eq. (12) can be
considered as assuming an average of the cross
correlation between EK1 [C1 (t)] and any of

EK [Cj(t)]s,. This is obtained by giving a weight
value to information bits e.g. bj and by l. Hence, the
encrypted codes will have this property that the
average of the cross-correlation of any encrypted
code with any other code becomes considerably
small.
Define cross correlation between encrypted codes by
the form of:
Cross Correlation ofEncrypted:

+00

C( t) = fEK, [Cl ( t)]EK, [C2 (t)Pt

bk

(13)

where EK [C1 (t)] and EK2 [C2 (t)] are the encryption
functions of Cl(t) and C2(t) with K1 and K2 as
their associated keys respectively. Thus, the
produced encrypted system provides a stochastically
independent output with low correlation but not
lower than that produced by the M-sequence cross
correlation.
To derive into an acceptable performance in respect
to interference and proper security, a combined
encrypted M-sequence and the original un-encrypted
M-sequence can be employed. This is shown in Fig.
5.

5. Simulation Results

For the study of cross correlation between encrypted
codes and averaging of the cross correlation
magnitudes, computer simulations are done for the
M-sequences with lengths N= 128,256,512.

2Cos(27rfct + 1, )
n(t) ETK[C (t)]

uFig. 4 A model of multiuser transmitter-receiver system.

d(t){E[C(t)], C(t)}

Fig. 5 The schematic diagram of the proposed final M-Sequence

At the first stage, several M-sequences were correlation between encrypted codes were
generated and then encrypted employing RC5 computed and finally their average values
32/12/161 algorithm with different keys, then cross

(ciphertext) that w is word size. This algorithm uses the
1RC5 wlrlb is a block-cipher encryption algorithm with wcret key with size b byte and r rounds to cryptography.
two-word input (plaintext) and a two-word outp4tl 1]
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measured. Performing this simulation, following
results shown in Fig.5 is produced. It can be
observed that the cross correlations have different
values for different n with the averaging over all n
becoming smaller thanO.5/N where Ndenotes the
M-sequence length. The absolute value of this
quantity for M-sequence cross-correlation without
encryption is 1/N which proves that the effect of
interference from another user in the proposed
method is smaller than current method.

Cross Correlaton Function ( 128)

Fig.6(a), N= 128
CrSs Corre1gton Funkt:ion (N=<)T_

e e E e e E 1 e e e e e e r E e e E e e e e e E e ffi E ffi E e ffi X e t }e f i*= s iX = _ _ = _ _ s = s _ = _ _ _ _ S _ _ _ _ _ _: S S
.IIlitt i.,cl.il.L 1, 111 .i111 )i/;lB l4Bx IlLLl} I0.j.ltIliSl ll .,iI.Zilll; lk L.

Fig.6(b), N= 256
0aFrMtion Fundion <W1,

1 6 -- ..... .. -- .....

A8 .-W--- 1 --k---11 [-=,..
..20 1 L II 1 10
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40

,

l ...r I-i-..:i MEII: l l

Fig.6(d)
Fig.6 Cross correlation between encrypted codes

(a): N= 128, (b): N=256, (c): N=512, (d): logarithmic
scale for N=512

Fig. 6d illustrates the correlation between encrypted
codes in the logarithmic scale. The value of
autocorrelation for n = 0,512,...,kx512 is
approximately 16dB greater than the cross correlation
for different users. Indeed choosing variety of bits in
the transmitted frame itself can be thought of a special
case of producing some kind of confusion for the
intruder and by trial and error method a very good fit
error plot to the BPSK can be achieved during the
applications.
Furthermore, Fig.7 presents the performance of the
encrypted DS/SS code that uses the combined un-
encrypted M-sequence together with the encrypted
M-sequence on the spread spectrum section of the
CDMA system for 20 users. It can be observed that
the BER plot, assuming perfect estimation process
follows that of the original BPSK plot with the
employment of multi-user detection at the heart of the
receiver section. Fig.8 shows the uncertainty when a
wrong key is utilized, i.e. system security is
guaranteed.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, security weaknesses of IS-95 CDMA
system are analyzed. A new method named hidden
direct sequence is proposed to enhance the built-in
security ofCDMA systems by applying cryptographic
algorithm in the channelization code. The simulation
results ensure that with the physical layer built-in
security, the proposed scheme produces much
stronger security than that of existing IS-95 system.
Moreover, the performance of the encrypted SS/DS
code that uses the un-encrypted M-sequence together
on the spread spectrum section of the CDMA system
shows a very good follow up with the BPSK uncoded
system when the multi-user detection algorithm were

Fig.6(c) N= 512
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utilized and the uncertainty when a wrong key istilized, i.e. system security is guaranteed.
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Fig.7 BER performance plots for encrypted added with un-encrypted spreading code
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Fig.8 The uncertainty performance when a wrong key is inserted
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